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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

I remember 22 years ago as if it were yesterday. It was a warm summer afternoon in July 2000

and at the time I was getting the print copy of JAMA. I was shocked to >nd the article that

completely aligned with my interests, "Is US Health Really the Best in the World?"  It was written

by Barbara Star>eld, MD.

Of course, I immediately sped to the article to carefully read it and discovered that buried in tables

for the article was the data that physicians were the third leading cause of death in the United

States. I created that headline 22 years ago and it has been a meme ever since then, and virtually

no one realizes I created it.

Interestingly if you use the Brave search engine (which you should as Google search controls 95%

of the searches in the world and steals your privacy) and you type in "Barbara Star>eld JAMA July

2000" the >rst article that comes up is a headline with the meme I created.

For over 15 years when you typed in "doctors are the third leading cause of death," my article on it

from 2000 came up >rst, but those days are long gone, since Google has censored me out of the

search engines for the past six years.

Star1eld's Ironic Tragedy — A Victim to What She Chronicled

Ironically, Star>eld became a statistic to her own research. She died suddenly in June 2011, a

death her husband attributed to the adverse effects of the blood thinner Plavix taken in

combination with aspirin. However, her death certi>cate makes no mention of this possibility. In

many ways, this echoed the COVID jab cover-ups where the true cause of death was obscured and

hidden.

In the August 2012 issue of Archives for Internal Medicine,  her husband, Dr. Neil A. Holtzman,

wrote, in part:

"Writing in sorrow and anger, I express up front my potential con9ict of interest in

interpreting the facts surrounding the death of my wife, Dr. Barbara Star@eld ... Because

she died while swimming alone, an autopsy was required. The immediate cause of death

was 'pool drowning,' but the underlying condition, 'cerebral hemorrhage,' stunned me ...

Barbara started taking low-dose aspirin after coronary insuFciency had been diagnosed

three years before her death, and clopidogrel bisulfate (Plavix) after her right main

coronary artery had been stented six months after the diagnosis. She reported to the

cardiologist that she bruised more easily while taking clopidogrel and bled longer

following minor cuts. She had no personal or family history of bleeding tendency or

hypertension.

The autopsy @ndings and the oFcial lack of feedback prompted me to call attention to

de@ciencies in medical care and clinical research in the United States rei@ed by Barbara's

death and how the de@ciencies can be recti@ed. Ironically, Barbara had written about all of

them."

Drug Safety Must Become a Priority, Not an Afterthought

Holzman went on to explain that when a patient dies suddenly (and not while in a health care

facility), there's no routine procedure to notify their physician, even if the patient is autopsied.

Therefore, sudden deaths are only in very rare cases ever linked to adverse effects of medical

treatment (most common of which is drugs).

In this case, Star>eld's husband personally brought the >ndings of the autopsy to her doctor's

attention, who subsequently submitted an adverse event report to the FDA, stating that she was

receiving Plavix, which may have contributed to her cerebral hemorrhage and subsequent death.

"The report may be the critical action that prompts a modi@cation in use or design of the

product, improves the understanding of the safety pro@le of the drug or device and leads

to increased patient safety," Holzman wrote.

One of Star>eld's points of contention with the current medical system was the lack of systematic

recording and studying of adverse events, and her death highlights this situation, as it is quite

possible that it was the Plavix-aspirin combination that killed her, yet if it hadn't been for an

autopsy and her husband insisting on an adverse event report, no one would ever have been the

wiser about such a connection.

Star>eld herself pointed out that her statistics were likely far lower than the real count, as they

only included people who died in the hospital. They did not include (as there's no data) people who

suddenly die outside a hospital setting, due to a drug side effect.

What if a su_cient number of adverse event reports had been >led prior to her taking a

combination therapy of Plavix and aspirin — would her life have been spared? It's impossible to

speculate of course, but what is clear is that someone's life would eventually be spared if adverse

event reporting were taken seriously.

Plavix sales brought in $6.1 billion during 2010 alone;  meanwhile, there's no telling how many Dr.

Star>elds there are out there, who suddenly collapse and die, and no one is ever made the wiser

about their true cause of death.

"As our population ages and morbidities accumulate, the United States needs policies that

redirect American medicine to primary care physicians," Holzman wrote.

"By providing continuing care over time, primary care physicians can practice person-

focused as opposed to disease-centered care. They can get to know their patients as

persons and become aware of their multiple morbidities, alert to the presence or

possibility of disease and/or drug interactions.

... When a speci@c adverse event is expected (eg, bleeding with clopidogrel), adverse

event reporting to FDA should be mandatory, and the manufacturer should be obliged to

conduct postmarket surveillance. When a harmful effect is con@rmed, the FDA should

issue a warning to physicians and require a warning in the package insert. Risks should

be weighed against bene@ts to decide whether the drug should be removed from the

market."

US Health Is Moving in the Wrong Direction

In 2013, Americans spent more on health care than Japan, Germany, France, China, the U.K., Italy,

Canada, Brazil, Spain and Australia combined.  At the time, the U.S. ranked last in terms of quality

of care among industrialized nations, and Americans had worse health outcomes compared to

most other nations.

Fast-forward to 2021, and The Commonwealth Fund's international health care performance

report  ranked the U.S. dead last out of 11 industrial nations yet again, despite spending more of

its GDP (18% as of 2019 ) on health care than any other nation.

According to that report, the U.S. has the lowest access to care, the worst administrative

e_ciency and the poorest health outcomes. The U.S. also has a staggeringly high infant mortality

rate. Out of 195 countries and territories, the U.S. is now in 50th place.  Life expectancy in the U.S.

is also sliding. In 1999, we were in 24th place. Now we're ranked 67th.

The US Health Care System Is Fundamentally Flawed

An Institutes of Medicine (IOM) review  of U.S. health care expenses, published in May 2013,

revealed that 30 cents of every dollar spent on medical care was being wasted on unnecessary

services, ine_cient delivery of care, excess administrative costs, overinjated prices, prevention

failures and fraud.

All together, such medical waste added up to $750 billion annually. For perspective, the

Pentagon's proposed defense budget for 2014 was just under $527 billion.  This waste of funds

has also stayed consistent over the years. A follow-up review published in October 2019 noted:

"Despite efforts to reduce overtreatment, improve care, and address overpayment, it is

likely that substantial waste in US health care spending remains ...

A search of peer-reviewed and 'gray' literature from January 2012 to May 2019 focused on

the 6 waste domains previously identi@ed ...: failure of care delivery, failure of care

coordination, overtreatment or low-value care, pricing failure, fraud and abuse, and

administrative complexity.

For each domain, available estimates of waste-related costs ... were recorded, converted

to annual estimates in 2019 dollars ...

Computations yielded the following estimated ranges of total annual cost of waste: failure

of care delivery, $102.4 billion to $165.7 billion; failure of care coordination, $27.2 billion

to $78.2 billion; overtreatment or low-value care, $75.7 billion to $101.2 billion; pricing

failure, $230.7 billion to $240.5 billion; fraud and abuse, $58.5 billion to $83.9 billion; and

administrative complexity, $265.6 billion ...

The estimated total annual costs of waste were $760 billion to $935 billion ... accounting

for approximately 25% of total health care spending ..."

So, in the years between 2013 and 2019, the annual waste of health care funds rose by anywhere

from $10 billion to $185 billion, and now accounts for one-quarter of all health care spending!

Clearly, no one is taking this seriously.

The health care industry is also, by and large, ignoring the fact that conventional medicine itself

has been a leading cause of death for at least 30 years, and probably a lot longer. That's how bad

it is. People are just not getting much better from all this care — it's actually killing them.

Decades of Death by Medicine

In 1998, researchers at the University of Toronto, led by professor Bruce Pomeranz, concluded

that properly prescribed and correctly taken pharmaceutical drugs were the fourth leading cause

of death in the U.S.

Pomeranz's analysis was the largest and most complete of its kind at that time. In all, they

calculated that somewhere between 76,000 and 137,000 American patients died each year from

correctly administered drugs.

Two years later, in 2000, the IOM reported  that avoidable medical errors were the eighth leading

cause of death in the U.S., killing between 44,000 and 98,000 people each year.

This was followed by a 2003 article aptly titled, "Death by Medicine,"  written by Dr. Carolyn Dean,

Gary Null, Ph.D., Dr. Martin Feldman, Dr. Debora Rasio and Dorothy Smith, Ph.D., which described

in excruciating detail how the modern conventional American medical system has bumbled its

way into becoming the leading cause of death and injury in the United States, claiming the lives of

nearly 784,000 people annually.

Using those >gures, that would put the health care system as the No. 1 cause of death in the U.S.,

bypassing cardiovascular disease. These iatrogenic deaths (meaning deaths resulting from the

activity of physicians) include everything from adverse drug reactions and avoidable medical

errors, to hospital-acquired infections, surgeries gone bad and deaths from unnecessary medical

procedures.

The authors took statistics straight from the most respected medical and scienti>c journals and

investigative reports by the IOM, showing that on the whole, American medicine is causing more

harm than good. (For clarity, the reason Dean et. al. came up with a much higher number than

anyone else, even in later years, is likely because they included a broader range of mistakes.)

“ Medical errors have been the third leading cause
of death for years, with 10% of all deaths being
attributable to some kind of medical error, and it
continues to be a leading cause of death today,
ranking somewhere between third and first place,
depending on the scope of medical mistakes you
include in your equation.”

In 2010, a report in The New England Journal of Medicine,  and another in the Journal of General

Internal Medicine,  revealed just how little things had changed since 2003.

For example, out of 62 million death certi>cates dated between 1976 and 2006, nearly 250,000

deaths were coded as having occurred in a hospital setting due to medication errors,  and an

estimated 450,000 preventable medication-related adverse events occurred every year.

Three years later, in 2013, a Journal of Patient Safety study  concluded preventable medical

errors kill anywhere from 210,000 to 440,000 patients a year. In 2016, Johns Hopkins patient

safety experts, led by Dr. Martin Makary, calculated that more than 250,000 patients died each

year from medical errors — the same death count found in 2010.

In 2022, the World Health Organization announced that unsafe care by medical professionals and

hospitals result in a "horrifying" 2.6 million deaths each year, worldwide, with at least 250,000 of

those in the U.S.  And, in July 2022, the National Institutes of Health updated their library on

medical errors, saying that number could be as high as 440,000 — and possibly even more

because of lack of reporting — making it still the third leading cause of death.

So, medical errors have been the third leading cause of death for years, with 10% of all deaths

being attributable to some kind of medical error,  and it continues to be a leading cause of

death today, ranking somewhere between third and >rst place, depending on the scope of medical

mistakes you include in your equation.

Avoid Teaching Hospitals in July

It's worth remembering that medical errors noticeably spike during the month of July each year,

particularly in teaching hospitals.  This phenomenon, referred to as "the July effect," is explained

by the fact that each July, thousands of fresh med students begin their medical residencies and,

frankly, they don't always know what they're doing.

So, anytime you're in the hospital, especially during the month of July, check and double-check

everything you're given. Ideally, you should always have a patient advocate at your side — a friend

or family member — who can ask questions, take notes and keep track of your treatment. This is

by far the most effective way to avoid medical errors.

When it comes to drug-related errors, there are four points in the medication use process at which

errors can occur:

1. When the medication is ordered (written, electronic or oral)

2. When the medication order is transcribed and veri>ed

3. When it's dispensed

4. When it's administered to the patient

The most common drug errors occurring in hospitals include:

Excessive dosage resulting in drug overdose

Prescribing the wrong drug

Dispensing the wrong drug

Accidents involving medications during surgery or medical procedures

Older adults are at a higher risk of medication errors and have a greater propensity for

experiencing harmful and fatal errors. The most common types of medication errors in older

adults are omission and improper dose.

Medical Care Often Dictated by Financial Interests

In her 2008 book, "Overtreated: Why Too Much Medicine Is Making Us Sicker and Poorer,"

Shannon Brownlee noted that 180,000 hospitalized Americans die every year from largely

preventable causes, and the worst part about it, Brownlee says, is that as much as one-third of

that care does nothing to improve your health.

Typically, you'll end up undergoing certain medical tests based on what your physician's specialty

is, not because that's necessarily the test you need. For example, if you have low back pain and

see different specialists, you will get different tests: rheumatologists will order blood tests,

neurologists will order nerve impulse tests, and surgeons will order MRIs and CT scans.

Many treatments are also prescribed for the simple reason that the hospital has a vested interest

in them. Such is often the case for angioplasties and certain types of chemotherapy, for example.

They have all this equipment and they need to use it to get a return on it — but they also need to

get you out of there as quickly as possible, so they can get the next patient in. What ensues is a

type of aggressive patient therapy that can end in disaster.

According to the O_ce of Inspector General (OIG) for the Department of Health and Human

Services (DHHS), in October 2008, 27% of hospitalized Medicare recipients were harmed as a

result of the medical care they received, and nearly half of these instances were preventable.

Ten years later, in 2018, the DHHS OIG repeated the study, and found 25% of Medicare patients

were harmed during their hospital stay.

Can Conventional Medicine Survive?

Over the past 19 months, the quality of U.S. health care has gone so rapidly down the tubes, many

now refer to hospitals as "killing >elds" and "murder factories," as the most dangerous treatments

possible for COVID-19 have been enforced as the sole standard of care.

There are also a disturbing number of accounts of hospitals denying COVID patients food and

water, something that would have been unthinkable in years past. The only apparent reason for all

this has been >nancial incentives, as hospitals have received government funding for every COVID

test, treatment and death.

To this day, going to a hospital is a risky venture that many will avoid like the plague, and for good

reason. There are still plenty of stories in circulation about patients being denied medications,

food and water, even if they're not admitted speci>cally for COVID, so something appears to have

fundamentally changed for the worst.

At the same time, rates of chronic diseases are through the roof. My advice? Take your health into

your own hands. Abandon this fatally jawed medical model and embrace holistic modalities that

can help you heal on a body-wide level.

Take Control of Your Health

It's important to remember that the more you take responsibility for your own health — in the form

of nurturing your body to prevent disease — the less you need to rely on the "disease care" that

passes for health care. In my anniversary article, "25 Health Tips for 25 Years," I summarize some

of the strategies I've found most helpful.

The truth is, if you carefully follow some basic health principles — simple things like exercising,

eating whole organic foods, sleeping enough and getting sun exposure — you can drastically

reduce your need for conventional medical care, which in and of itself will reduce your chances of

suffering ill side effects.

In the event you do need medical care, seek a health care practitioner who will help you move

toward health by helping you understand the foundational causes of your health challenges, and

create a customized and comprehensive — i.e., holistic — treatment plan for you.

What's more, you can have an impact on your doctor's tendency to recommend natural

alternatives, as when you inquire about them, some health care providers do in fact listen. If they

don't, then keep shopping.

Remember, your doctor works for you, not the other way around. Ideally, it's a partnership, where

you work together to identify the best solutions. Either way, if you're not satis>ed with their know-

how or the tools in their toolbox, >nd another doctor.

And, last but not least, always bring someone with you when you go to the hospital. Now more

than ever before, standing >rm on your patient rights is essential to ensure a positive outcome.

If you're seriously ill, it can be very di_cult to keep tabs on what they're asking you to sign and the

medications and treatments they're giving you, so having someone there who can double-check

everything — and make sure you receive basic care in the form of juids and nutrition — can be a

life saver.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,029 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The US "health" system is complex, expensive and ine_cient. Some aspects that independent governments should consider and not
pressured by the Pharmaceutical Ma>a: 1.- 45% of their total combined pharmaceutical industry revenue came from sales in the US alone.
With 4-5% of the world's population and 33% of the developed world's population, 45% is covered % of all pharmaceutical revenue. 2.- The
annual >nancial reports of 13 large pharmaceutical companies for the last 8 years reveal that pharmaceutical companies spend a lot on
research, but include marketing budgets in their visits to doctors and advertising expenses.  The highest drug prices in the world, are high
corporate pro>ts and many television commercials. Some of the "research" money is actually used to make mediocre products seem better
than they really are.

The idea of pharmaceutical "research" really comes into question: pharmaceutical research is sometimes virtually indistinguishable from
marketing. hiring practicing physicians to evaluate new drugs, creating a potential conjict of interest for these physicians, further blurring
the line of research versus marketing. Many of the same doctors who will eventually prescribe these new drugs to their patients are >rst
hired by drug companies to test the drugs. And it is their evaluation that is submitted to the FDA as part of the decision as to whether the
drug is worth approving for patient use. Additionally, the pharmaceutical industry is responsible for approximately 65% of the FDA's budget
for monitoring human drugs.
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3. US law prohibits the US government from taking an active role in negotiating the prices charged by pharmaceutical companies. It
is the only major world government that refuses to negotiate with pharmaceutical companies. Instead, pharmacy bene>t managers
are used to negotiate who tend to side with the pharmaceutical companies and actually prefer higher drug prices. A large number of
people, and several politicians, have proposed re-importing drugs from other smaller countries that have been successful in
negotiating lower prices for these drugs. www.kff.org/policy-watch/drug-price-negotiation-doesnt-mean-the-govern..  (12/08/2022)
Medicare is gaining power to negotiate the prices of certain drugs and punish drug companies that don't follow rules >ercely
opposed by the pharmaceutical industry.

But bargaining powers are limited in scope, and some lawmakers argue the legislation doesn't go far enough. 4. The process is
called "evergreen" a patent is used. Minimum aspects are changed to guarantee high prices. Traditionally, there has been a lack of
regulation by the Food and Drug Administration on what should be done to develop generic drugs and in many cases,
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Are Medical Errors Still the Third Leading Cause of Death?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

In 2013, Americans spent more on health care than Japan, Germany, France, China, the

U.K., Italy, Canada, Brazil, Spain and Australia combined. At the time, the U.S. ranked

last in terms of quality of care among industrialized nations. Little has changed since

then. If anything, conventional medicine has only gotten more dangerous over time

*

In 2021, The Commonwealth Fund’s international health care performance report

ranked the U.S. dead last out of 11 industrial nations yet again, despite spending more

of its GDP (18% as of 2019) on health care than any other nation

*

A 2013 review of U.S. health care expenses revealed that 30 cents of every dollar spent on medical care was being wasted on unnecessary

services, ine_cient delivery of care, excess administrative costs, overinjated prices, prevention failures and fraud. A follow-up investigation in

2019 found the annual waste of health care funds had risen anywhere from $10 billion to $185 billion since 2013, and now accounts for one-

quarter of all health care spending

*

In 1998, researchers concluded that properly prescribed and correctly taken pharmaceutical drugs were the fourth leading cause of death in

the U.S. Since then, several investigations have concluded conventional medicine in general, and medical errors in particular, are among the top

leading causes of death in the U.S.

*

In 2016, Johns Hopkins patient safety experts calculated that more than 250,000 patients died each year from medical errors, making it the

third leading cause of death

*
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regulation by the Food and Drug Administration on what should be done to develop generic drugs and in many cases,
pharmaceutical companies reach agreements and pay for generics. are not marketed. In 2013, drug companies got the US Supreme
Court to allow them to pay generic drug manufacturers to delay the release of generic drug equivalents for a time after a drug's
patent expires.
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5. As Americans spend more and more of their income to pay for rising health insurance premiums and deductibles, major insurance
companies are making record pro>ts. A December survey found that 46% of insured adults struggle to pay out-of-pocket costs and
29% have not taken prescription drugs because they are too expensive.
www.live5news.com/2022/02/03/health-insurance-companies-make-record-pr..  6. Hospitals really make money when a patient
develops complications during and after surgery. It's called a "contribution margin" drawn from unfortunate victims insurance that
rewards hospitals and doctors for making mistakes.  www.oecd.org/els/health-systems/The-economics-of-patient-safety-March-..  .

HOW AMERICAN HEALTH CARE KILLED MY FATHER. After the needless death of his father, he, the author, a business executive,
began a personal exploration of a health-care industry that for years has delivered poor service and irregular quality at astonishingly
high cost.  It is a system, he argues, that it is not worth preserving in anything like its current form. My dad became a statistic, simply
one of an estimated 100,000 Americans whose deaths are caused or injuenced by hospital-picked infections. 100,000 dead (2009):
more than twice the number of deaths in tra_c accidents, >ve times the number of deaths in homicides. In addition, blood clots
after surgery or illness, the leading cause of preventable hospital deaths in the US, could kill nearly 200,000 patients a year.
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All players in health care, from doctors to insurers to pharmaceutical companies, work in a heavily regulated and massively
subsidized industry, riddled with structural distortions. Patient care is conditioned in response to the economic incentives that these
distortions create. The United States has built a health system with incentives that inexorably generate terrible and perverse results.
Incentives that do not emphasize health and wellness. Nutrition, exercise, education, emotional security, our natural environment,
and public safety may now be more important than care in producing further advances in longevity and quality of life “MONEY IS
HONEY,” MY GRANDMOTHER USED TO TELL ME, “BUT HEALTH IS WEALTH.” SHE SAID “HEALTH,” NOT “HEALTH CARE.” LISTENING
TO DEBATES OVER HEALTH-CARE REFORM, IT IS SOMETIMES DIFFICULT TO REMEMBER THAT THERE IS A DIFFERENCE.

The federal government already spends eight times more on health care than it does on education, 12 times more than it spends on
food aid for children and families, 30 times more than it spends on law enforcement, 78 times more than it spends on on land
management and conservation, 87 times the spending on water supply and 830 times the spending on energy conservation.
www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2009/09/how-american-health-care-..  .------- Additionally, nearly 80% of hospitalized
Covid-19 patients received an antibiotic. This is an ineffective treatment for a viral illness that can put patients at risk for side
effects and create an avenue for resistance to develop and spread.
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Gui, Medical Care Often Dictated by Financial Interests. This is the Living Will and Testament of Devil Bill Rockefeller living through
the legacy of the Medical Ma>a created by his offspring. * A system where statistics are likely far lower than the real count,
[massaged] only including people who died in the hospital. They did not include (as there's no data) people who suddenly die outside
a hospital setting, due to a drug side effect. * Like the Covid Campaign the statistics are corralled and focused on what they want the
public to believe, not what we need to know. Or even those who have invested themselves into Medical Care.

Fraudci, the CDC, FDA, the rest of the alphabets along with self-appointed doctor Devil Bill reincarnated - Gates, have exposed
themselves not only to those who dig deeper, but now to growing numbers who once went along to get along. The current jood of
Death and Destruction are pretty hard facts to ignore. As the article states, "As our population ages and morbidities accumulate, the
United States needs policies that redirect American medicine to primary care physicians," Holzman wrote. Situation is, last I knew
there is an extreme shortage of primary care Drs as it hard to get young people to sign on especially for the rural areas.

Remember the series Northern Exposure? It has long been a problem to get Drs in rural areas. But one has to wonder if maybe this
why rural people are generally strong and healthier than the Urban. We would like to think not. I would like to think so knowing quite a
few dedicate people who do care, do try, but are cornered by thugs like Fraudci who have them trained to comply and then stand on
their throats. After throwing most likely the best and brightest out of the system through take the Jab or lose the job may well of
unleashed a troubled sleeping giant.
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Gui- Mark Cuban is already providing a low cost alternative to prescriptions. Check out some of the drug prices. Go to Cost Plus
prices in the orange tab. www.markcubancostplusdrugcompany.com
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Yes, JUST, patients need more primary care and internal medicine physicians. This specialist points out that her medical discipline
tries to approach the patient in a joint and holistic way, a fact that differentiates them from the rest of the specialists, who can be
seen overcome by so many pathologies and who deal with medications that cause serious illnesses. The family doctor is the one
who knows more about the patient and complies more with the Hippocratic oath ">rst do no harm", the specialist doctor resorts to
the protocols dictated by BigPhama that are in the purpose of creating chronic patients to increase their pro>ts.

This is the great power of BigPharma, and we know that "absolute power corrupts absolutely". The global pharmaceutical industry
reached unprecedented heights in 2018, estimated at a staggering nearly $1 trillion. By the end of 2020, this >gure came to $1.43
trillion. These are the top 10 pharmaceutical companies that are launching the most poison in the organized crime market.
www.pharmaceutical-technology.com/features/top-pharmaceutical-companie..  (11/21/2022) Americans spend more on
prescription drugs (average costs are about $1,300 per person per year) than anyone else in the world.

It is true that they take a lot of pills. But what really sets the US apart from most other countries is the high prices. The median
launch price of a new drug in the US in 2021 was $180,000 for a year's supply. While drugmakers aren't raising the prices of existing
products as aggressively as they were before 2019, they're still steadily raising list prices—about 5% a year, according to Brooklyn
Research, a drug price research >rm. Non-pro>t drugs..
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While private insurers and government programs foot the bulk of the bill, high drug costs are ultimately passed on to members of the
public through the premiums they pay to keep their insurance policies active and taxes they pay to the government.
www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-07-19/why-prescription-drug-price..  (07/19/2022) World governments and big
pharmaceutical companies are "turning a blind eye" to bribery and corruption that enable a few to make huge pro>ts while harming
the health of many of the poorest people on Earth.

The CDC embraces corruption, like world governments and big pharmaceutical companies who are "turning a blind eye" to bribery
and corruption that allows a few to make huge pro>ts while harming the health of many of the world's poorest people. Land.
According to a Transparency International Pharmaceutical Corruption report, it found that despite up to $300 million of annual global
health spending being lost due to corruption and error: “Genuine commitment to anti-corruption policies by heads of government,
senior government o_cials and regulatory agencies are currently absent in many countries.

. Stating that the global pharmaceutical sector was “very open to corruption”, he added: “It is shocking that, despite scandal after
scandal, lawmakers simply do not take the corrosive effect of corruption seriously. Red jags are being ignored. said Sophie
Peresson, director of Transparency International's health and pharmaceuticals program.
www.transparency.org.uk/sites/default/>les/pdf/publications/29-06-201..
 www.transparency.org.uk/publications/corruption-in-the-pharmaceutical-..
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Thank you very much fvtomasch. Signi>cant Statements We will provide low-cost, high-quality pharmaceuticals to the consumer.by
any means possible.  Alex Oshmyansky, MD, PhD, CEO and Founder I could make a fortune from thisBut I won’t. I’ve got enough
money. I’d rather f— up the drug industry in every way possible.  Mark Cuban, Investor.
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Just today from an article in California, they are attempting to regulate supplements: "A coroner’s report shows that Lori McClintock,
the wife of the California Republican congressman Tom McClintock, died from dehydration due to gastroenteritis caused by “adverse
effects of white mulberry leaf ingestion”, it was reported on Wednesday. In April the No 2 Democrat in the US Senate, *** Durbin of
Illinois, introduced legislation aimed at bolstering oversight of the dietary supplement industry.

The bill requires entities to register supplements with the FDA and include information ahead of sales that, among other things,
address “certain claims characterizing the relationship between certain nutrients in the supplement and a disease or a health-related
condition”. Durbin said on the Senate joor Americans have a “right to know” what is in vitamins, minerals and other supplements.
“Many people assume if that product is sold in the United States of America, somebody has inspected it, and it must be safe,” Durbin
said. “Unfortunately, that’s not always true.” www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/death-of-congressman-s-wife-linked-to-..
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Yes, HAR the war against supplements has historical roots and will continue based on any opportunity however remote it may be
from a reality of supplement safety. It was Rockefeller with his money who fought against Natural Medicine. That the institutions
receive donations from important foundations such as Rockefeller, Gates, Ford and MacArthur, is compromising the informative
truth because they act as controllers of alternative and critical voices that challenge the forces of globalization. The fact checks will
come from a variety of major outlets, including FactCheck.org, Politifact, the Associated Press, and the Washington Post, which will
obviously be rigged. It is also part of the domain of covert government agencies, which seek to deceive and further their agendas.

Fear-based medicine, not science-based medicine, is what the CDC and FDA push. Western medicine has misled most Americans
into believing that they will easily die of infectious diseases if they do not receive all the drugs and vaccines to make them
chronically ill to feed the money spiral. Most natural remedies, supplements, superfoods, and herbal tinctures will never come with a
list of warnings, side effects, severe allergic reactions, adverse events, and serious injuries, even if the FDA monitors them, as
vaccines and medications de>nitely do. . Vaccines carry dire warnings about blood clots, myocarditis, anaphylaxis, neurological
trauma, immune disorders, and the list goes on.
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As CHD cites the dramatic two-year decline in life expectancy reported for 2020, and the three-year decline last in New York State,
sure had something to do with the imposition of COVID treatment protocols. -19 perverse and government-incentivized that
emphasize frequently fatal drugs like remdesivir. Research has linked kidney disorders, also on the CDC's "top 10" list of causes of
death, to both remdesivir and COVID-19 vaccines. In the late 1990s, researchers reported that drugs that didn't work were leading to
millions of additional doctor visits, prescriptions, emergency department visits, hospitalizations, and long-term admissions, as well
as billions in costs.

additional What the FDA and the CDC must do is register and make public in a conclusive way so that people know the serious
dangers of the gene therapy called a vaccine and of the drugs. All drugs are poisonous, attack vital organs and are promoted based
on medical specialties that are governed by symptoms. Big Food and Big Pharma's most deceptive marketing gimmicks serve this
lie.

After all, repeat a lie enough times, no matter how stupid it sounds, and the masses begin to believe it. “Safe and Effective” The
o_cial CDC seal of approval for every vaccine and ju shot that has never been shown to work in a clinical trial, and that comes with
a list of adverse events and side effects in the package insert the vaccine that any sane and intelligent human should include should
avoid at all costs. All this under the sign of the corruption of the CDC.
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Vaccines are perhaps the most pro>table for the pharmaceutical industry, since the corporations have total immunity from "doing
harm" or being sued in the corresponding courts of law. The CDC is operating in a complete conjict of interest by publicly promoting
vaccines as part of a commercial agenda with >nancial rewards for those who promote them.
www.truthwiki.org/cdc-centers-for-disease-control-and-prevention/  In the way of poisons we have another ally the FDA. Most
Americans barely know the real 110-year history of the FDA, and for good reason, they don't want you to know it. Regulate everything
from food and tobacco to supplements and prescription drugs; From over-the-counter drugs and veterinary products to
electromagnetic radiation devices and blood transfusions, the FDA has its hands full, not to mention regulating vaccines and
biopharmaceuticals.

Over the decades, the FDA has attempted to destroy all forms of comprehensive care in America that compete with drug and vaccine
treatments. This link exposes the FDA data and timeline of the corruption. www.truthwiki.org/fda-food-and-drug-administration
 Luckily there are people who are opening their eyes. These angry people who have lost their loved ones and have nothing to live for
will speak directly to doctors and nurses, media people and probably local parliamentarians, to bring to light their families suffering
from the damage and deaths that have occurred. .
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"Fear-based medicine" is a good summary. In dealing with a couple of medical issues I've learned that the hard way and now avoid
that system as much as possible. The mindset there has nothing to do with healing and the fear they project directly works against
my health. Ironically, it was the response to the covid situation that fully opened my eyes to how jawed US medicine has become
and perhaps saved me serious risk of adverse effects or worse because I'm not sure I would have declined their recommended
slash, burn and poison treatment prior to this.
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"HOW AMERICAN HEALTH CARE KILLED MY FATHER..... the author.... began a personal exploration of a health-care industry" Do
people realize the absurdity of putting the words health-care and industry together? And it's not the "healthcare" that killed his father.
People hate blaming themselves for their misfortune and the healthcare system is a very convenient scapegoat. People now live in a
world where they have all the information about the reasons for disease at hand yet they are still desperatly clinging at the idea of a
helthcare system concerned with people's welfare and responsible for their health issues. One doctor said, "The easiest and most
convenient way for us is to look for the cause of diseases outside of us - be it a virus, bacteria, or some other external factor.

This propensity to conscious self-delusion thus avoiding personal responsibility and the effort required for change is at the root of
the woes of the human race. People want, without taking care of their health, to always be in shape, if possible, only with the help of
some pill" People also conveniently "forget" two other facts: 1, that by being permanently sick they are the greatest source of pro>ts
and 2, that doctors suffer and die from the same diseases they are supposedly treating their patients for so how can someone who
can't cure himself cure you?
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The Lazarou et al' study "Incidence of Adverse Drug Reactions in Hospitalized Patients" - was reported on in the NY Times in April of 1998. I
used to carry an original copy around with me , just to prove modern medicine was in fact the number 1 killer in America. In the article, they
point out that according to the Lazarou group, and depending upon how you add up the numbers, the meta-analysis suggests Modern
Medicine is the fourth leading cause of death in America behind number one, heart disease, number two, cancer and number three, stroke.
What is useful in the is article is they also list the drugs that produce the most frequent complications.

These are the blood pressure medications, chemotherpies and blood thinners. Get that? The medications causing the most adverse events
are the ones for heart disease, cancer and stroke. And with that I argue that modern medicine is the number 1 killer in America.
www.nytimes.com/1998/04/15/us/study-says-thousands-die-from-reaction-t..  Study Says Thousands Die From Reaction to Medicine By
Denise Grady April 15, 1998 www.health120years.com/.../db_ADR_Original.pdf  Incidence of Adverse Drug Reactions in Hospitalized
Patients Jason Lazarou Et Al Apr 15, 1998
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Before MSM became so biased towards Big Pharma you used to hear reports from them that echoed what you just said. In fact, it
was medical news correspondent Dr. Nancy Snyderman that interviewed with Brian Williams (I believe, it could have been another
news anchor). She pointed out a Harvard study that tracked people who just had a heart attack (HA) and was put on statins to lower
cholesterol. They followed more than 10,000 HA victims. Nearly half of those put on statins stopped taking them shortly afterwords
because of drug side effects. The average time it took before these 2 groups died was just 5 years. However, they died from different
causes. Those that had a heart attack and stayed on their meds mostly died from cancer. Those that threw their meds in the trash
went on to die from heart disease. Both lived, on average, 5 years after the HA, but the group that decided to go med-free had a
better quality of life.
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An article in Natural Health 365 claims that so-called medical professionals are unaware of the risks of the drugs they recommend
or deliberately keep those risks hidden. For decades, the pharmaceutical industry and the health care system have colluded to force
people to take their products. Each year, 9.6 million older Americans experience adverse drug reactions. However, many people have
no idea, because doctors say nothing, that their health problems were caused by taking drugs promoted by the pharmaceutical
industry and the modern health care system. Their actions have been masked by public ignorance, by making the o_cial >gure of
9.6 million older Americans much lower than the actual rate of adverse reactions.

It doesn't help that health care providers are contributing to the crisis. Some of them don't fully understand the risks of the drugs
they prescribe. Others avoid mentioning the risks to their patients. They remain silent even though they know that the
pharmaceuticals in question will make things worse rather than better. 28,000 cases of life-threatening cardiac toxicity due to
adverse reactions to digoxin, a common form of digitalis used to regulate the force and speed of heart rhythm, are reported each
year.

It is estimated that 40 percent of people prescribed this medication do not even need it. Each year, about 41,000 older adults are
hospitalized for ulcers caused by NSAIDs, drugs often prescribed for arthritis. About 3,300 of these people die from taking these
drugs. But what may be more alarming is that an estimated 163,000 older Americans suffer from memory loss or other symptoms of
dementia due to the side effects of common medications. More information in the link.
www.naturalhealth365.com/pharmaceutical-drug-dangers-2548.html
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GOOD NEWS~!!!! I was sent this information from Switzerland this morning, August 24, 2022 and it's cause for celebration: News from
Switzerland: Supreme Court ruling: Hardly anyone noticed that Robert F. Kennedy Jr., won the case against all the pharmaceutical lobbyists.
Covid vaccines are not vaccines. In the ruling, the Supreme Court con>rms that the damage caused by Covid mRNA gene therapies is
irreparable. As the Supreme Court is the highest court in the United States, there are no further appeals and the appeals have been
exhausted. Robert F. Kennedy emphasised in an initial statement that this was a success that was only possible thanks to the international
cooperation of a large number of lawyers and scientists.

Of course, this judgment opens up something internationally, especially here in Switzerland, this judgment should make waves, because
Switzerland has a special position here with its federal constitution. On the one hand, the Nuremberg Codex in the constitution with Article
118b, and the misuse of genetic engineering in humans is prohibited in Switzerland, according to Article 119 of the Federal Constitution.
This is supplemented by Article 230bis of the Criminal Code, ... Thus, the perpetrators risk up to 10 years in prison. But this judgment
should also make the rest of the world sit up and take notice, because the Nuremberg Code is internationally valid and is also included in
Article 7 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

In the case of criminal charges, the statement must include a reference to the Contergan scandal in order to give special weight to the
importance of this charge. The policy is thus facing a hot autumn. Source:
boersenwolf.blogspot.com/2022/08/supreme-court-urteil-bestatigt-covid...  no media is talking about it, neither in Switzerland nor in
Europe. It's up to us to spread the word Sarah Swift Join and Share GreatBritishBird News https://t.me/GBBNews55
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Excellent and much desired News, Retsbew. We also need the whole truth about Fauci to be known, as Robert F. Kennedy Jr. has also
narrated in his book and the reports of Dr. Mercola. A FULL-THROATED INVESTIGATION’ OF FAUCI, SENATORS DEMAND NIH, HHS
PRESERVE ALL RELATED DOCUMENTS, COMMUNICATIONS Two U.S. senators on Tuesday — the day after Dr. Anthony Fauci
announced plans to leave his government posts in December — formally requested the National Institutes of Health and the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services preserve all documents and communications related to Fauci.

Sen. Roger Marshall (R-Kan.) demanded that Becerra "immediately con>rm" that HHS is preserving all records related to Fauci and
Dr. Francis Collins, who was director of the NIH from August 2009 to December 2021. Marshall he stressed that it is "imperative" that
all HHS workers are aware of their "legal responsibilities to collect, retain, and preserve all documents, communications, and other
records in accordance with federal law." Sen.

Rand Paul (R-Ky.), in a letter to Lawrence Tabak, DDS, Ph.D., acting director of the NIH, asked Tabak to "ensure the preservation of all
documents and communications in the possession of Dr. Fauci related to his tenure at the National Institutes of Health (NIH).
Ensuring the preservation of all records and that any employee "who conceals, destroys, or attempts to conceal or destroy a federal
record may be subject to >nes and imprisonment for up to three years."
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/anthony-fauci-nih-hhs-documents-co..  (08/24/22)
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Thank you for posting this. We are all in need of encouraging developments and hope, because the news is so grim. Here in the U.S.,
our government has militarized the federal bureaucracy to an extreme and alarming level. While the media has reported on the
militarization of the IRS, they have not said a word about the terrifying weapons stockpiles of the Dept of Health and Human Services
(HHS), the Social Security Administration, the Veterans Administration (VA), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and more.
So, win or lose, we can never give up. truthcomestolight.com/weaponizing-the-bureaucracy-who-will-protect-us-..
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This triumph makes the celebration "75 years of the Nuremberg Code: never again forced medical procedures" more signi>cant,
which Action Alliance, a group of German activists, organized last Saturday, August 20, a public conference to commemorate the
75th anniversary of the Code of Nuremberg. Among its 10 principles, the code highlights the notion that forced medical procedures
constitute a crime when performed without prior, voluntary and fully informed consent. Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, many
activists from a variety of organizations have drawn attention to parallels between human rights abuses during World War II and the
global rollout of COVID-19 policies, including public and private mandates for experimental vaccines and the use of vaccine
passports, which constitute the display of coercion and force in relation to a medical procedure, a practice denounced as unethical
in the Nuremberg Code. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/75-anniversary-nuremberg-code-chd-..  (08/19/22)
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Here is some Truth about FAUCI.. Right from his OWN LIPS. rumble.com/vry7t1-fauci-admits-ju-created-in-labs-every-year.html
 ------ rumble.com/vsc3hw-fact-vaccines-are-highly-effective-lmao.html  ------
rumble.com/vqctfv-whos-the-real-anthony-fauci-by-jfk-jr-and-dr.-mercol..
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Thank the good person upstairs this news is somewhere!!!! RFKjr - i'd like a shot of his biome: just to have a fraction of his ability to
accomplish and >ght the good >ght would be a life worth living.
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Will be getting out the word to all those who have ears that listen, for those others, you can lead a horse to water - but you can't make
them drink. Legacy Headline, Herd Safety more important than Herd Immunity. Work fast because the Bank, (whoops,) Band Plays
On.
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kev8395
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Retsbew. That's great news but the worrying news is that the Nuremberg Code has never been invoked against anybody since its
inception. It doesn't seem to be worth the paper it's written on. In the 1960s US doctors murdered 12 children by giving them
increasingly higher doses of chemotherapy agents to >nd out how much it would take to kill them. That is pure Dr Mengele stuff.
There must be 1000s of such crimes been committed and all have gone unnoticed and unpunished. A lot of doctors are psychopaths
and other doctors tell us so.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/25/2022 4:40:44 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Retsbew, when I click on the link it takes me to the boersenwolf website but says the page I'm looking for doesn't exist. Can you
verify/correct that link?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/25/2022 5:53:17 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same for the GBBNews55 link. When I try to open it I get this error message: An error occurred during a connection to t.me.
PR_END_OF_FILE_ERROR  The page you are trying to view cannot be shown because the authenticity of the received data could not
be veri>ed.  Please contact the website owners to inform them of this problem.  Is there another link you can provide?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/25/2022 5:55:58 AM
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RETSBEW I’ve scoured both of the links you’ve provided and the net and cannot >nd a reference to the lawsuit?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/25/2022 6:24:23 AM
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Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM
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Retsbew - Both links seem to be dead ends. Do you have better sources?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/25/2022 9:37:40 AM
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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My guess is “disappearing links” may be getting worse. POWERFUL INFORMATION - Here's a recent article from Epoch times
everyone may want to be aware of: Toxic, Metallic Compounds Found in All COVID Vaccine Samples Analyzed by German Scientists
A group of independent German scientists found toxic components — mostly metallic — in all the COVID-19 vaccine samples they
analyzed using modern medical and physical measuring techniques. -
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/toxic-metallic-compounds-covid-vac..  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ And it took some time to extract this article
from last Friday about the WEF and mis-information campaign using AI, funded and spearheaded by Gates (who else?) - WEF
Proposes Globalized Plan to Police Online Content Using Arti>cial Intelligence The World Economic Forum this month published an
article calling for an online censorship system powered by a combination of arti>cial and human intelligence that one critic
suggested would “globalize” the “search for wrongthink.” - - childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/wef-global-censorship-arti>cial-i..
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM
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Thank you for all your comments. I am deeply concerned that you who practice due diligence were not able to verify the information I
posted. So I looked further and found several Snopes' type critiques about this information from Switzerland, i.e., that it is
misinformation. I have no respect for truth assassins, Snopes. Alex Jones said they're an old couple with a cat siting on their couch;
maybe he'll get nailed to pay millions for that comment too?!!! Who knows? That said, I need to know as exactly as possible what is
accurate.

So I've contacted the Children's Health Defense directly to verify or let me know whether or not, "Robert F. Kennedy Jr., won the case
against all the pharmaceutical lobbyists?" I did >nd inks below that Supreme Court Halts Covid 19 Vaccine Rule for US Businesses,
of which you might already be aware: www.usnews.com/news/business/articles/2022-01-14/supreme-court-halts-c..
 fox59.com/news/politics/supreme-court-stops-covid-19-vaccine-rule-for-..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/25/2022 1:07:03 PM
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Retsbew. Canada Partners With WEF to Unleash Digital IDs. According to a recent report released by the Canadian government,
those in charge want “to make it easier for Canadians to interact with the Government of Canada.” For this to occur, though, “modern,
integrated systems and an unwavering focus on the needs and experience of citizens” are required. In plain human language: This
will require the introduction of digital IDs. The elites in Davos, one imagines, are excited by the developments in Canada.
www.theepochtimes.com/canada-partners-with-the-wef-to-unleash-digital-..  (08/22/2022)
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I think the blog has been removed, the other one I think you need a Telegram account, but thanks for the news!
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Big health is as corrupt as the so-called justice system, which is anything but just. I >nd it ironic Big health, which includes Big Pharma,
uses one of Hippocrates’s quotes as their mantra because it forgot what Hippocrates really stood for, “let food be thy medicine and
medicine be thy food.” It’s more like, “let’s make so many drugs that people forget there’s a plant that can do a better job, but without the
harmful side effects.”
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All points here are perfectly valid. I just went through chemo and radiation treatments for adenocarcinoma at the esophagus stomach
juncture. The after effects were not pleasant but the ct scan, pet scan, and endoscopy ultrasound biopsy results were all negative and my
wife and I decided to forego surgery which was not taken well by the surgeons at a well known teaching hospital on Long Island. I will be
tested every few months but I am doing my best to follow anti cancer nutrition recommendations. That being said there is always one
aspect missing from these comments.

No matter what we all do at some point we will all die. We should have at the very least the same concern for where we are going to spend
our eternity as we do trying to extend our lives here. With statistics like this it's so important to be ready for the day which we will all face.
No one is promised tomorrow. The Bible says today is the day of salvation for tomorrow you know not. Jesus died on the cross to pay the
penalty for all of our sins and complete forgiveness is in Him only.

He proved he is the Savior of the world when He rose again from the dead and is seated at the right hand of God as Judge of the living and
the dead. He offers His salvation right now to all who repent and receive Him as Lord and Savior. He said you must be born again. Then you
will have the assurance of eternal life and will no longer have any fear of death knowing that when it comes you will immediately be in His
loving arms forever and ever! He's the only way. Think about it
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Amen. Well said. Godspeed in all.
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Thank you, Sir. Truer words were never spoken. "For what pro>ts a man if he gains the whole world and loses his own soul?"
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Perhaps the most disturbing aspect of all of this is that this broken medical system has the largest lobby in DC - twice as large as its
nearest rivals oil and insurance - pushing our elected o_cials to pass ever more bills that protect them from all of this dark mayhem. Just
look at the laws that Trump alone signed to get the covid jabs shoved down our throats.
secularheretic.substack.com/p/donald-j-trump-the-story-no-one-wants
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Like I always say, if you want to die just go to a hospital. They will accommodate you. The Amish had the lowest Covid-19 death rate in the
USA. They also had the highest Covid-19 infection rate. How is that possible? NONE of them went to a hospital. In fact, most of them that
got sick kept working. Laying down for extended periods of time is one of the worst things you can do. That's a fact even if you are not sick!
What do you do in a hospital all day? LAY DOWN! Just think about it. Everything about a hospital is perfect for dying. I'm sure the fact that
they get more money when you die has nothing to do with it.
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This links works to a different article with news coming out of Israel, from the Gateway Pundit: Israeli Vaccine Director SPEAKS OUT!
- Blows Whistle on Mass Murder & Monkeypox - www.bitchute.com/.../7FJNMaNbCpYW  - just about sums up this program as it
stands now!
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Jam, that reminds me of the song "Hotel California "........."You can check out any time you like, but you can never leave"
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jamNjim, I know an organic farmer who manages a substantial farm in rural ME that came down with covid. He was not vaccinated
and fully recovered. To your point, he worked right through it.
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Doc, the average man on the street doesn't know the headline is yours, but the Rockefeller Medical Dictators do. As more have been
affected by the Jab/s aftershocks & denial dries up, the truth is a rising tide.
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The government's war on truth tellers is being countered. The reality that Dr. Mercola presents to us in today's report serves the truth,
it serves to save lives from a health system degraded by the interests of Bigharma and allied institutions. The reality is that what we
are up against is a deep state-bent government, paranoid and fearful of losing its stranglehold on power that is plotting to declare
war on anyone who dares challenge its authority. As we discussed yesterday in recent years, the government has used the phrase
"domestic terrorist" interchangeably with "anti-government," "extremist," and "terrorist" to describe anyone who might fall somewhere
on a very wide spectrum of points.

of view that could be considered "dangerous". ” The rami>cations are so far-reaching that they make almost every American an
extremist in word, deed, thought, or association. The Biden Administration likened those who share “false or misleading narratives
and conspiracy theories, and other forms of disdain and misinformation” to terrorists. The FBI, CIA, NSA and other government
agencies have increasingly invested in corporate surveillance technologies that can mine constitutionally protected speech on social
media platforms like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram to identify potential extremists and predict who might participate. in future
acts of anti-government conduct.
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When freedom of information and transparency are stijed, poor decisions are often made and heartbreaking tragedies occur, all too
often on a staggering scale that can leave societies wondering: how did this happen? I think that when the public lacks even the
most fundamental access to what their governments and military are doing on their behalf, then they stop participating in the act of
citizenship. There is a clear distinction between citizens, who have rights and privileges protected by the state, and subjects, who are
under the full control and authority of the state.

In Orwell's dystopian vision of the future, Big Brother strips away all undesirable and unnecessary words and meanings, even going
so far as to routinely rewrite history and punish "thought crimes." Orwell's Big Brother relies on Newspeak to remove undesirable
words, strip remaining words of unorthodox meanings, and make independent, unapproved thinking by the government completely
unnecessary. “In times of deception, telling the truth is a revolutionary act.”—George Orwell
www.globalresearch.ca/mind-control-police-governments-war-thought-crim..  (04/21/2022)
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Your comments about "person-focused as opposed to disease-centered care" prompted me to share this that I've heard - In ancient China
the dr's were paid to keep their clients well and not paid when they got sick. But, alas, as it is said in ACIM - 'The thinking of the world is 180
degrees from the thinking of God.'
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"DO NO HARM!" The "Hypocritical" oath! And Drs. know nothing about nutrition! "Let drugs be thy medicine!"
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They also know very little about toxins and toxicology is so out-of-date anyway. In other words, the conventional medical curriculum,
which has been controlled by Rockefeller Big Pharma virtually from the beginning, has massive gaps in it that ensures that synthetic
chemical drugs are the ONLY "treatments" offered. I would say that toxicology (which needs a HUGE update) and nutrition are about
the ONLY things you need to learn about in order to stay healthy. These topics appear to be entirely missing in most cases when you
examine the details of the medical degrees.
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"NOTHING TO SEE HERE" Mark Steyn: www.youtube.com/watch
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Thanks for this brief outline of the excess mortality rates across Europe.
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Tis true this issue is longstanding...decade after decade. Fortunately in the 2.9 years since the whu-ju lab release in CHINA the exposed
corruption has opened many more eyes and minds to the realities of the Pharma-Government-Media cartel. No one I know views the FDA,
CDC, WHO, NIH etc as credible in the least
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I speak to friends and acquaintances all the time who are hooked on medicine, believe every word the doctors say even after they have
adverse reactions. “Oh, it’s not their fault. They didn’t know the drug would effect me this way.”’ I beg your pardon? If only 25 percent of the
America’s population would wake up, there would be change in a matter of moments. There would be. Because they stop going to doctors
and start looking elsewhere for healing and health while pro>t margins shrink and others see their results leading to more that do not go to
doctors; excuse me; pharma.

I understand and you all understand SADS, but do you know how many do not? Do not even begin to understand the SADS is nothing more
than the aside effects of the jab? And still people will line up for the 5th booster. Excuse my words; the worship of doctors is the worship of
pharma and leads to absolute stupidity. If I sound really angry , I am. I am tired of reading of young men dropping dead with no cause. The
last month I’ve read 7 obits for young men in their teens. Seven. How many more are there? And that’s just the US.
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Yah I’m sick of it too it’s just so horrifying. I ran when I was told I needed statins, then ran even further when they tried and tried to
get me on Fosamax. After I read how misleading dexa scans are I was so glad I do not take any physician at their word. It’s been 5
years since a really awful scan and I still have never broken a bone! Took up downhill skiing too. I just say NO to drugs!
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Those same people you mention who enable the process are the very same people double and triple masking and driving with a
mask on in a car all alone in the country and in line right now for a 5th booster. Just no real hope for those sheep-like people. Have
slid too far into the pharma-medical-gov-media cartel indoctrination abyss.
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I would agree with this. It is why protectionism is evil. If a company is not held liable for a product it produces what assurances does the
public have that they will produce a product that is truly safe and effective? None No company should have that kind of power. This
protection shields the big pharmaceutical companies from being held liable for the consequences resulting from using their product.
Responsibility is passed onto the tax-payer to pay for this consequence. Why? Protectionism as in Ma>a. It is no different form the
protection that bankers enjoy. Protects those who >nance war. Those who hide in Washington DC, The City of London Corporation and the
Vatican city.
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"remember, your doctor works for you, not the other way around." that's how it should be, but i feel like from what i've seen and experienced,
they work more for the insurance company.
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Are You Getting Enough
Zinc?
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The entire system has been designed (as most of our "modern" systems generally are) as a CONTROL system. Therefore, the people
the doctors will pay MOST attention to are those who can take away their licence, and thus their living.
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COVID - all about the money. $3.9 Trillion spend by Federal Govt. www.usaspending.gov/.../covid-19 . US Population - 338,000,000.
 Expenditure per person - $11,538. Using labor force participation rate (07.2022) of 62.1% = $18,580 per working individual.  That is a lot of
Vitamin D. It is all about money.
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Yes, BFR, lots of vitamin D, lots of preventative medicine and early treatment informed by Dr. Mercola. A conclusive proof that the
management of this plandemic has been a disaster. Expenses in the application of genetic weapons that are weakening the immune
system and creating a multitude of adverse effects, hospitalizations and deaths. Vaccinated people are more likely than those not
vaccinated in recent months to have a COVID-19 case, hospitalization or death in 25 states, according to research by The Epoch
Times. In Kentucky in June, for example, 67 percent of deaths were among those vaccinated, according to data obtained by The
Epoch Times. That same month, those vaccinated accounted for 65 percent of COVID-19 cases, 64 percent of COVID-19
hospitalizations, and 66 percent of COVID-19 deaths in Wisconsin.

The statistics underscore how vaccines have fared worse and worse as new variants of the virus have emerged, according to some
experts. They are “clear evidence that vaccines are not working to prevent disease and death,” Dr. Robert Malone, who helped invent
the messenger RNA used in the two most widely administered vaccines, told The Epoch Times.
www.theepochtimes.com/exclusive-vaccinated-making-up-higher-proportion..  2FXLy4szajrp125QdTKAxOViBX6NmdBjG4RXtZHhCu
(08(24/2022)
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bfr27915 - This article was posted yesterday: "As COVID Vaccine Injuries Pile Up, It’s Worth Remembering: Medicine Is a Leading
Cause of Death in the U.S. Does the skyrocketing all-cause mortality observed since 2021 have anything to do with the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration’s enabling of deadly COVID-19 vaccines?" -
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccines-medicine-leading-ca..
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Gui, yet I still encounter people that are ready to line up for their fall boosters, yet they know others that have been jabbed and still
come down with covid.  They are in disbelief that anyone would refuse the jab. I also noticed that more and more people are masking
up again in church and retail establishments.  I am in a naive state of disbelief and just want to B**** slap people up the side of their
head and tell them to WAKE UP!!!
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Yes, Dianna, it is what still happens with many people, but the truth will end up triumphing. Information control requires critical
thinking. People must make critical and responsible decisions and not as a group of naive people or incapable of taking
responsibility in the face of a reality of loss of freedoms and rights. People must access the conscious plane to manage fear. It is in
us that the stimuli, manipulators of information, that seek to lead people into false beliefs and direct them along the path of false
promises and the loss of true health, are >ltered through critical thinking, which promotes encounter with the truth, self-esteem, true
personal integration, far from the manipulation submitted to the mass man
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The fatal problem with humans is their levity and their love for convenience. For a decade now they have been holding in their hands all the
information they need to be in much better health, and that information could be found decades ago. All it takes is a little bit of interest,
doing some research and changing one's habits, the most important of which relate to the nature of the fuel and raw materials their system
has to be supplied with in order to function jawlessly as nature has provided and all other species enjoy. Yet people who do this are rare
exceptions. How many people have asked themselves why humans became the only sick species on earth, with all the advantages they
have - their mind, knowledge, medicine, hygiene, and why things get even worse in spite of all the advancements?

One doctor said, "The easiest and most convenient way for us is to look for the cause of diseases outside of us - be it a virus, bacteria, or
some other external factor. This propensity to conscious self-delusion thus avoiding personal responsibility and the effort required for
change is at the root of the woes of the human race. People want, without taking care of their health, to always be in shape, if possible, only
with the help of some pill" The cycle begins with human levity which promotes: ignorance - sickness plus fear of disease - expensive
payment for the treatment of disease to the pro>teers - their enrichment.

And there can't be public healthcare in a society where the MOST capital comes from disease. How can a medical system, doctors be
interested in your health when they would lose their source of income if there were no sick people? Nevertheless, it's so convenient to
believe that others are responsible for your health that this simple fact goes unnoticed.
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Humans, especially Americans, love of and for convenience IS the main problem along with Instant Grati>cation. Countless fortunes
have been made from pandering to people's laziness by providing convenience and speed. Even as a child, I knew frozen TV dinners
were unhealthy. Yet, it was a bit of a special treat to break out the jimsy folding tables and eat them in front of the Idiot Box- hence
the name TV Dinners. Now we have microwave "ovens" that are too slow. Fast "food" that is not fast enough and people paying nearly
double the amount to have it brought to their doorstep because it is more convenient than getting in their car and going to a drive
through window!

They demand convenience and instant grati>cation in all things including a pill to lose weight. It is not the fault of the corporations,
including the pharmaceutical companies. It is all the people's fault being market driven. The corporations are just responding to
ful>lling foolish and lazy wants and desires. The people have no one to blame but themselves.
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brianallen1 - great "reality goggles."  Pogo "We have met the enemy and he is us."   But reality implies truthfulness. And truthfulness
implies ownership and responsibility. The old "reaping and sowing" gig. That "cause and effect" stuff?  As you stated, who wants
that?
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brianallen1, exactly. Where there are fools there are people who will pro>t from them. Simple free market basics
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It is really true, "There is a sucker born every minute."
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So.. What's the ACTUAL answer to the Title of the article?? IS MEDICINE STILL the third leading cause of death (At least) or has it moved up
to number one. If it was listed as number one based on one study back in 98, and it's gotten Much worse since then, that would seem to
strongly indicate that is is in fact Number one.. Yes?
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Read my post and that should answer your question.
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If you consider the whole covid debacle to be a medical error, then it has to be #1.
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Without a doubt number 1. Former BlackRock securities analyst, Ed Dowd reveals the name of his insurance industry analyst as Josh
Sterling, from the top notch Wall Street research >rm, Alliance Bernstein. He tells Alex Jones that the Society of Actuary Institute
(SOA) has published a report on Group Life Insurance Excess Mortality, a survey of 80% of the Group Life industry in the US, that
con>rms Dowd’s >ndings from last February, that in Q3 of 2021, there was an alarming spike in Working Age Excess Deaths.

In ages 35-44, it was 100% over normal (i.e., double) for that quarter. This rate of excess deaths has remained over 40% on average
among working age adults (who were forced to take the jab to stay employed) during Q1 and Q2 of 2022 and at around 20% above
average across all age groups. MASSIVE INCREASE IN DEATHS FOLLOWING COVID VAX CONFIRMED BY MAJOR INSURANCE
REPORT www.lewrockwell.com/2022/08/no_author/massive-increase-in-deaths-follo..  (08/25/2022)
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For the time being, vaccines may be the number cause of death in the world. Actually, according to the WHO, malaria is the number
one cause of death in the world. Sad, considering that Papaya leaf oil utilized as a tea will cure malaria inside of a week. But if the
WHO told everyone they wouldn't be able to cut back on the Earth's population. And that would make Bill Gates unhappy, and he
would then cut off some of the WHO's funding. I'll go along with Dr. Mercola as to the third leading cause of death.
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Since the top two causes of death are heart disease and cancer and both of these are preventable with proper nutrition and if we were
actually advised on proper nutrition and provided proper nutrition in our food supply these deaths could be prevented too so now we’re up
to 2 million deaths a year that are preventable. Blame who you want to me it’s pretty obvious but I’ll let you decide!!!
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Yes, Brian, the support of "health" is based on treatments that produce pro>ts for the pharmaceutical ma>a and the corruption of
institutions, linked to Big Pharma. The basis on which medical health is now based is absent from the logic of boosting the immune
system with the support of traditional medicines. As Einstein has said, "a foolish faith in authority is the worst enemy of truth."
Physicians should be required to spend one year of their >ve-year training learning about nutrition, and alternative therapies.”
Gtzsche quoted a former P>zer vice president as saying: “It's scary how many similarities there are between your industry and the
ma>a.

The mob makes obscene amounts of money, just like this industry. The side effects of organized crime are murder and death, and
the side effects are the same in this industry. 'Characteristics of organized crime include fraud, federal drug offenses, bribery,
embezzlement, obstruction of justice obstruction of law enforcement, witness tampering and political corruption. In "HOW
AMERICAN HEALTH CARE KILLED MY FATHER" Nutrition, exercise, education, emotional security, our natural environment, and
public safety may now be more important than care in producing further advances in longevity and quality of life “MONEY IS HONEY,”
MY GRANDMOTHER USED TO TELL ME, “BUT HEALTH IS WEALTH.” SHE SAID “HEALTH,” NOT “HEALTH CARE.” LISTENING TO
DEBATES OVER HEALTH-CARE REFORM, IT IS SOMETIMES DIFFICULT TO REMEMBER THAT THERE IS A DIFFERENCE.

The federal government already spends eight times more on health care than it does on education, 12 times more than it spends on
food aid for children and families, 30 times more than it spends on law enforcement, 78 times more than it spends on on land
management and conservation, 87 times the spending on water supply and 830 times the spending on energy conservation.
www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2009/09/how-american-health-care-..
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Spot on! No need to daze and confuse with Fraudci mumble mouth double speak. A simple solid truth. Thank you!
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It starts in public schools with Health Science around the 5th grade. That's when they start pushing grains and grain-based
processed-foods as "super foods". It's called the Food Pyramid.
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BrianDossDMD - Congratulations on your transformation! Inspirational.  The usual suspects are industrial food, big agriculture, FDA,
TV, stress, the couch, and advertising. People love the dopamine hit of engineered food, that is why some well-compensated food
chemists developed it. "Can't eat just one.'
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Brian and Gui ... how can we even begin to provide proper nutrition with the American marketplace jooded with GMO's and lab
created meats? Americans are accustomed to this "new normal". I never go out to a restaurant because there are literally no healthy
options in food or beverage. You can't even get a glass of water because it's >lled with juoride and God know whatever else. It is
very rare to >nd an organic, whole foods restaurant or cafe. Henry Kissinger quote, "Control the food. Control the people." Big Ag, Big
Pharma, the Insurance Industry = The Bermuda Triangle
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Very precise wording, Dianna, Henry Kissinger Quote: "Control the food. Control the people. Control the Energy, control the
Continents, Control the Money, control the World.” Fortunately, the >ght continues against the powers of the oligarchy. Shiva's latest
book, "Agroecology and Regenerative Agriculture: Sustainable Solutions to Hunger, Poverty, and Climate Change," provides
evidence-based solutions to pressing crises in global ecology, agriculture, and public health. She told Kennedy that she became an
environmentalist when she realized that corporations selling chemicals and "poisons" wanted to own seeds and were promoting
GMOs to patent seeds.

“I was in a meeting where they were talking about this 1987,” she said. “That's when I said, 'No, the seed must be saved. We cannot
allow the poison cartel to own life and take royalties from farmers.'” Shiva and Kennedy discussed how the Rockefeller Foundation
and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation pushed industrial agriculture among Indian farmers under the "so-called 'green revolution,'
which actually means 'chemical farming,'" Shiva said. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vandana-shiva-agroecology-sustaina..
 (08/23/22)
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It's a shame the Covid has created such mistrust in the medical and government establishment.
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Observing the experiences of family con>ned to hospitals, it's clear that the goal of hospital personnel is to complete their duties as
outlined in their job descriptions. Caring for the patient, actually showing regard for them is way down on the list. Almost no employees
wash their hands prior to touching the patient or their medical equipment. Patients who are resting are woken up at all hours for testing and
examining. Meds and treatments stress patients physically and mentally. Nutrients are depleted adding to the disease state and hindering
healing.

Hospital food is substandard nutritionally. Patients who need nutrients are often subjected to low calorie and low fat foods/servings. C diff
is everywhere in hospitals and isn't eradicated by laundering. It lives on surfaces for up to 5 months. C diff is now implicated in causing
colorectal cancer. Hospital stays are literally an ordeal in the classic sense. If you can meet and defeat the challenges in your quest to
recover, then you are rewarded with being discharged to live another day...
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Great post. #MedicalMalpractice is #1 (#iatrogenic reasons as well as preventable #CVD #cancer #diabetes #NASH #Alzheimers ...) Tragic
& avoidable to anyone that applies your "25 Health Tips for 25 Years." Thank you for your continuing truthful voice!
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The amount (cost) of health care in America just goes to show how much more Americans are being jeeced of their hard-earned money. It
is just another government income hiding behind another name.
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Interns and residents are deprived of sleep when working in a hospital. This can lead to fatal medical error. It is also a well known cult mind
control technique, that brainwashes them into promoting pharmaceuticals. Beware hospitalists. They replace your primary care doctor as
director of your medical care in the hospital. I have had nothing but bad experiences with them. They don't know you, and they don't care. A
hospitalist prescribed 14 drugs for someone who was very, very close to my heart. 7 of them can trigger bullous pemphigoid. He got it. The
medication, properly prescribed, to control symptoms, killed him 2 years later. He won't be counted.

The original 14 drugs were prescribed contrary to speci>c written instructions, and doctors refused to discontinue speci>c medications
when demanded. They terrorized the POA into continuing to accept harmful drugs. The patient was drugged into a stupor because he tried
to advocate for himself, and they called him "agitated". Essential effective treatments were unavailable. Lack of exercise and therapy made
hemiplegia worse. Illegal threats to kick the victim out of a later hospital if he didn't accept at least one drug were part of the picture. In my
own recent experience, two hospitalists chose the MOST painful methods of delivering IV meds to correct nutritional de>ciencies, resulting
in unrelenting stress and high blood pressure (which they wanted to control).

The hospitalists could not be reached to correct the problems. I was labeled uncooperative for objecting, blaming me for the problems.
Nurses were terri>ed to go against their orders to provide less painful care. There was no excuse for not allowing me to correct nutritional
de>ciencies by natural means, by mouth. I had to resort to subterfuge and refusals to get relief. Lawyers won't accept malpractice cases
like these. It's "standard of care". They say they cannot win against "standard of care".
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good reading here also......   www.organicconsumers.org/blog/covid-2022-murder-most-foul?utm_medium=e..
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Thanks! Had started reading this updated Whitney Webb article this morning, (ran short on time).
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I really appreciate this information. Thank you!
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We live in Mexico. Mexico has an abundance of doctors that care about the patient >rst .....pro>t last!!! All one needs to know!! Saludos
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My husband passed away in 2003 leaving me a widow with a 23 month old son and a 4 1/2 year-old daughter. Without getting too deep into
his medical history he had had a diagnosis of a blood clot, I believe in lower abdomen. He was put on blood thinner and then they decided
to remove his gallbladder and some spleen regrowth(He had had his spleen removed as a child because of hereditary spherocytosis). They
took him off the blood thinner of course for the surgery and approximately a year after the surgery I inquired why he was no longer taking
the blood thinner. He said the doctors had backed off of that diagnosis. He passed out in a bathroom in March 2003 and I called an
ambulance. His last words to me were I love you sweetheart as I watched the ambulance load him in.

I had our two children in the house that I had to stay with while my sister drove from an hour away to stay with them so I could go to the
hospital. I had to go to two hospitals to >nd him because I think they rerouted him on the way, but when I got there I was told he passed
away in the ambulance. The autopsy stated multiple pulmonary emboli. While I was considering investigating legally, my main focus was
raising my two children so I never followed up on that. If I knew there was a way at the time to see if an error had been made in his
diagnosis that didn’t involve a law suit I would have pursued that route.
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I'm so sorry for your loss. My father also died suddenly from a pulmonary embolism, and he too was on the blood thinner. I can't wait
until this evil medical system comes to an end. I have been praying for this for DECADES. I'm hoping that covid will be the >nal nail
needed for Big Pharma's co_n.
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When I go the the o_cial site for the US Supreme Court, I am unable to >nd anything in regards to the decision about the "vaccines"/gene
therapy...https://www.supremecourt.gov/
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Detail: it referenced the Swiss supreme court, which may have a different o_cial name.
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The chief cause of death over the past year and a half is "cause unknown," as compared to previous years. That cause of death is very
deadly, more than three times so than "cause unknown" in 2019......Wait a minute. You don't think the cause of "cause unknown" could
be.......... No, it couldn't be that! Banish the thought!
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Interesting, because I started to study naturopathy, and our >rst year we used exactly the same text books as the doctors. With
anatomy, they would start to introduce related diseases, and what struck me (which I already knew, but it still shocked me to see it in
print) was that for virtually EVERY condition or illness they mentioned, they also mentioned that they had NO idea of what actually
causes it! Why is this? It's because they KNOW that synthetic chemical medicine will never be able to "cure" anything in the human
body - so, we are essentially back to Rockefeller selling snake oil. This is why they always concentrate on simply reducing the
symptoms - in other words, not REAL or TRUE healing. As soon as I >nished learning chemistry, I wondered "what were they
thinking"? There is NO way chemistry is the answer to solving disease of the complex and wonderous human body.
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My husband of 55 years was killed by medical error. First, the doctor punctured and collapsed his lung while performing a biopsy. Secondly,
he was put on blood thinners and then a pic line was installed causing internal hemorrhaging which led to his death. This all happened in a
hospital setting. Of course, none of this was listed as cause of death.
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Condolences. It shouldn't have to be this way.
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There are so many examples of this - the problem is that almost NOBODY is successful in suing anyone over it, because the doctors
are taught to move their wagons into a circle.
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OK, this isn't a case of a medical error, but a case of outrageous pricing. I need a MRI done of my knee. The Doctor's o_ce sent me to the
hospital that they are a_liated with. The cost without insurance would have been $4500, my cost would have been $2000 with my high
deductible insurance. I noped out of there and found that most stand alone imaging facilities charged about $400, less with insurance's
discounted pricing. Why is pricing so wildly different for the same procedures here? 11 times higher is insane!
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Because this is a free market economy. Interesting how people forget it. "Health care" is an industry providing the greatest pro>ts for
some at the expense of the greatest losses for others
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You can get it done much cheaper in Mexico. Even Canada is cheaper! Just pay cash in either country and give the US medical the
>nger
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According to David Martin, 700 million deaths in the next six years will be due not to medical malpractice but murder.
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The beat goes on. Drugs, drugs and more drugs legal and illegal. Illegal drugs are pouring over the southern border like Niagara Falls and
the lunatics in charge claim the border is closed. When I had surgery for a TKR I lost count of the drugs they demanded I take. Almost a
year later I rarely take anything stronger than Tylenol and I feel like I lost all my strength. The plan is to create a society of morons who will
do as instructed and it's working like a well oiled machine. America is in deep deep trouble and it's getting worse by the hour. Only one
solution to this mess.
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Really important for older adults to consider is that anesthetic may cause dementia. I’ve seen it happen too many times to count. Then it’s
like - you had a hip replacement and went under so the neurologist tells the patient that Alzheimer’s can be brought on by that
(anesthetic)like the patient should have known or something!! My sister is a doctor and was the >rst to mention this to me after our aunt
went downhill because of surgery. Especially when you’re 80+ years old but I’ve seen it happen to younger adults 60+ too.
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Most medical mistakes are because the medical personal does not take the time to listen, either because they are told things have to be
done in a certain length of time or they are being told several things at one time, Having had a life threatening adverse drug reaction, I
mentioned the adverse effects I was suffering to many different physicians, but not until I was in the hospital did my physician ask about
the side effects I was suffering. The physician asked why I did not tell him about it. I reminded him that I did, but the side effect had gotten
worse since I asked him about it. So be a squeaky wheel if you think something is wrong with your medication regime.
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You couldn't be more correct. My wife speci>cally told every worker in the hospital she was allergic to a certain painkiller. The next
day, there were 11 people rushed to her room to resuscitate her. After she was stabilized, instead of admitting fault, their o_cial
statement was "tried to sit up too quickly".
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Absolutely spot on. When my mother suffered a haemorrhagic stroke, I was questioned so many times about her "fall" that she didn't
have. They seemed to have some list in their heads of the ONLY ways that this can happen, and so when I explained that it was
caused by a HUGELY loud party in the house next door, they simply could not hear me - cognitive dissonance strikes again!
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This goes back to my last several post. You're only as good as your educational system. The USA is right in the middle of all other countries
for PISA (Program for International Student Assessment) scores. Our public schools are more about indoctrination than they are education.
Health Science class is the epitome of the indoctrination process. That's where the Food Pyramid gets introduced that promotes a
grain-based diet that's void of fat. This in itself contributes to the US's dismal PISA scores. You need healthy fats from beef, chicken, pork,
and >sh to promote proper neurological development.

The most critical years for this is from birth to 16. What are these kids stu_ng their faces with? GRAINS from cereal, bread, candy, and
chips! These foods not only deprive kids of the nutrients they need for proper brain development, they cause insulin resistance (IR) which
further impairs brain function! What little healthy fat that child might be eating gets stored in the abdomen in the presence of elevated
insulin. This isn't by accident folks. This is the way of Marxism! It's a one size >ts all cookbook called Marxism! It's intended to DUMB YOU
DOWN! A stupid population is a dependent one. You need a doctor to tell you how to medicate, eat, sleep, and exercise.

Everything they know comes straight out of the textbooks. If you have ever researched the authors of these books you'll be astounded to
discover that half these people are ACTIVIST that lean towards Marxism/Communism/Socialism. Now you wonder how a country that's as
advanced as the US has such a horrible record for Healthcare? Can you change 50+ years of brainwashing/indoctrination? It's so bad now a
doctor who is a free thinker will lose his license if he/she doesn't follow the Marxist rulebook. There is no one size >ts all.
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No doubt the situation is grim in the US but's it's not really better in Europe or Canada. Just look at their Covid response, same insanity,
actually worst. I was at least able to get Ivermectin in the US via an early treatment doctor and a dispensary. Friends in Italy haven't even
heard of Ivermectin and I sent some to my daughter in Canada because it was impossible to obtain there. Both Europe and Canada have
started taking steps to effectively dismantle their public healthcare systems by introducing private coverage "options" which are already
virtually the only way to avoid months of delays in the public systems for many procedures.
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This is one of the many reasons that I have so many issues with the Danny Thomas commercials regarding cancer treatment for kids. After
listening to so many The Truth About Cancer programs, I would never go to a US cancer doctor. They only allow one method -- cut, burn and
poison. China and Russia, among many others, are light years ahead in cancer treatment. Most US cancer patients die.
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The very terms "health care industry" indicate the profound dissonance of a system where health care is an industry, or rather a disease
industry, a pro>t-making activity like any other .
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"basic health principles - simple things like exercising, eating whole organic foods, sleeping enough and getting sun exposure" Besides
these the most basic health principle is to provide the system with the raw materials and fuel that it was intended to run upon, just as all
other species are doing. People did not start being sick since the "industrial revolution". That happened the moment they deviated from
their natural nutrition by adopting three things no other living creature does - cooking, consuming foods not suitable for their digestion and
mixing incompatible foods in one meal. Herbert Shelton has written about these.
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Top killer in Alberta: Deaths from SADS “ill-de>ned and unknown causes” (aka covid vaccine deaths) are skyrocketing - August 23, 2022
www.naturalnews.com/2022-08-23-top-killer-alberta-deaths-unknown-covid..  | | The collective of data from 2021 shows that compared to
every other primary cause of death, ill-de>ned and unknown causes (3,362) topped them all, followed by Dementia and the ju/"convid".:
SADS (3,362) Dementia (2,135) “COVID-19” (1,950) Chronic ischemic heart disease (1,939) Malignant neoplasms of trachea, bronchus and
lung (1.552) Acute myocardial infarction (1,075) Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (1,028) Diabetes mellitus (728) Stroke (612)
Accidental poisoning by and exposure to drugs and other substances (604) As you will notice, nowhere in this list are Fauci Flu shots [or
normal seasonal ju/pneumonia] even mentioned. www.statista.com/statistics/568041/number-of-deaths-in-alberta-canada/  

The time period for each year is from July 1 to June 30 (i.e. data of 2021 represents deaths reported between July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2021
or only 6 months of excess vaxx deaths during >rst half of 2021). That is because the Canadian government, like most governments,
refuses to acknowledge any link between the jabs and excess deaths which are off the charts. As we reported earlier this year, the
government of Alberta has been going out of its way to scrub any trace of cause and effect between the jabs and the sharp increase in
deaths the province has been seeing ever since the launch of Operation Warp Speed.
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Hi Robert, I thought Operation Warp Speed was strictly Donald Trump's action and to my knowledge we've never used that title in
Canada? When Trump did that I withdrew my support completely. The other thing not appealing about him is that when he was
president, the US dollar was continuously a lot higher than our Canadian dollar. Many Americans don't know that we pay huge sales
taxes in addition to point-of-sale price, so making our dollar so much lower is not helpful if we want to purchase in the USA.
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Total non-sequitur. Your comment is a diversion from the main point of the comment.
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Does anyone care to guess how many millions have died from the Covid vaXXXcines and boosters?
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I think we've already passed 2 million worldwide - and I'd guess it's likely much higher than this, and will only continue to climb with
the later effects that are coming, plus people STILL not waking up to the fact it is the jabs making them sick and lining up for more
boosters.
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